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Part 1. Transformation of Seoul Railway Station

Part 2. Long Term Plan for Performing as a Main Gate to SEOUL

Part 3. Station for Seoul’s Sustainable Regeneration
Seoul Railway Station, Nowadays
It has been staying for 113 years.
The transformation. (It changed.)
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Long Term Plan for Performing as a Main Gate to Seoul

- Development of International Service Centered Multi-Complex
  - Installation of the convention centered international service function
  - Revitalization of the complex function through organizing the surroundings

- Implementation of Various Historical-Cultural Facilities
  - Formation of historical-cultural points on the park and green axes
  - Secure of venues through park and national icon business

- Introduction of Diverse Supporting Facilities
  - Introduce accommodations that can support international service functions
  - Install various culture and sales facilities
High-Speed Railway Station

New Main Gate toward Seoul

- Modernization of Station Building
- Constructing new Cultural Platform by Restoring old Station
- Connecting KORAIL Airport Railroad (Seoul-Incheon)
- Integrated Transfer System
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Main Spot for the Construction of National Symbolic Streets

- Space for Historical Regeneration
- Seoul Master Plan for ‘Landscape Urban Recreation Axis the Construction of National Symbolic Streets’
- CITY CENTER AXIS 1: Historical Street
  Geongbok Palace – Seoul Railway Station
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- the Recognition of the Historical Value of the Old Seoul Station building
- The Restoration of the Old Seoul Station Building & Construction of the Cultural Space
Seoul Railway Station as a Key Strategy for Urban Regeneration

- Master plan for ‘Development plan for the Northern Area of the Seoul Station’
  - Construction the Key Place as International Facilities
  - Urban restructuring by Installing various culture and sales facilities
  - Revitalization of the complex function through organizing the surroundings
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